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The ZetaTalk Newsletter
Issue 367, Sunday October 13, 2013
Weekly news and views from around the world and beyond.
New ZetaTalk

Earth Changes

Announcements

Signs of the Times

Cover-up Bloopers
In Issue 287 of this newsletter we featured an Ameritrade commercial that tried to ridicule the Zeta prediction of a pending pole shift by association.
Why the ridicule? Ameritrade feared ZetaTalk might impact their business if taken seriously, so the whole concept of a rotation stoppage needed to
be seen as ludicrous. Thus they put forth the notion that a stopped rotation would result in people flying off the surface into space.

ZetaTalk Comment 3/17/2012: Will this commercial bring business for Ameritrade? Those promoting it hope it will counter the urge to follow our
advice, for the public to put their funds into gardens and flocks and herds, forsaking the Stock Markets. We have advised that paper money in all its
forms will become worthless, the barter system replacing this. This commercial is attempting to ridicule our predictions, tying the concept of a Pole
Shift to the misconception about how gravity will operate during a passage.
But where did the notion originally come from? The notion that a stopped rotation will cause gravity on Earth to cease is contrary to human
scientific understanding. Gravity is caused by mass, which will not go away, and if anything rotation itself decreases gravity slightly by the outward
pull caused by centrifugal force. This is what human science teaches.

If the Earth Stood Still
http://www.esri.com/news/arcuser/0610/nospin.html
If the earth stood still, the oceans would gradually migrate toward the poles and cause land in the equatorial region to emerge. This would
eventually result in a huge equatorial megacontinent and two large polar oceans.
What Would Happen if the Earth Stopped Spinning?
June 17, 2010
http://www.universetoday.com/66570/what-would-happen-if-the-earth-stopped
A day would last 365 days. The Earth would become a perfect sphere. Everything would be launched in a ballistic trajectory sideways. If the
Earth suddenly stopped spinning, everything on the surface of the Earth at the equator would suddenly be moving at more than 1,600
km/hour sideways. The escape velocity of Earth is about 40,000 km/hour, so that isn’t enough to fly off into space; but it would cause some
horrible damage as everything flew in a ballistic trajectory sideways.
Who would believe the notion that a stopped rotation stops gravity? Joe Montaldo of UFO Undercover not only bought the notion, he vigorously
defended it! Just listen to this 1 minute audio clip (below) taken from a May 1, 2013 interview. I, Nancy, was aghast at his gullibility. Per the Zetas
this was the line put forth by the cover-up crowd in an attempt to discredit the ZetaTalk message, and Joe bought it.
AUDIO: Joe Montaldo
There was a hint of concern from the public in 2008, in a chat room where the question of what would happen, gravity wise, during a stopped
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rotation. So the ludicrous notion was likely out there by that time.
What would happen if the world stopped spinning? What if the Earth rotated twice as fast? Key things i need to know are what effect would
gravity have on us in the two scenarios above. If it stopped would we float or would be pinned down?
Now the issue has been raised again, in a Swiss publication asking the public to respond to a survey. The results were published a few days later,
and seem reasonable. But why would such a survey be needed? Per the Zetas, they are trying to gauge how much damage was done by the false
notion, which was spread, initially, by the cover-up over Planet X! Oops! What kind of a correction might be needed, now that they’ve created this
confusion?
What Will Happen if the Earth Stops Rotating?
September 11, 2013
http://www.20min.ch/community/stories/story/Was-passiert--wenn-die-Erde
That the earth revolves around itself, not only provides day and night. What do you think we would flourish when the blue planet would no
longer rotate at once?
Day and Night it Would be Only Once a Year
September 15, 2013
http://www.20min.ch/community/stories/story/-Tag-und-Nacht-gaebe-es-nur-noch
The sun -facing side would burn up while the side facing away from freezing to death. The centrifugal force due to rotation is missing , the
ocean would go towards redistributing and poles. Around the equator, there will be new land masses. We need the earth's rotation to obtain
the magnetic field of the earth.
ZetaTalk Insight 9/21/2013: One aspect of our description of the Pole Shift and Last Weeks that has been most aggressively attacked has been the
week of rotation stoppage. Out of all the precursors to the Pole Shift, this is the sign that could not be disguised. Did the debunkers go too far in
spreading the myth that a stopped rotation would eliminate gravity, thereby having all on Earth’s surface float out into space? This utterly
ludicrous scenario, which flies in the face of the scientific facts as mankind knows them, has reached a remarkably large segment of the populace.
Gravity if anything increases slightly, as it no longer has centrifugal force counteracting it. The goal was to make the ZetaTalk description seem
impossible, so that even past mythology reporting a stopped rotation became suspect. The Swiss survey is being done in an effort to determine how
much damage was done, and what emphasis on future reports from NASA are needed for clarification.
The Bible, and documented records of what the American Indians had experienced during past Pole Shifts, both report that rotation stoppage does
occur, and no one flew off the surface of the Earth.
Excerpts from Worlds in Collision, On the Other Side of the Ocean
by Velikovsky, pp 45-46
The Book of Joshua, compiled from the more ancient Book of Jasher, states that the sun stood still over Gibeon and the moon over the
valley of Ajalon. This description of the position of the luminaries implies that the sun was in the forenoon position. The Book of Joshua
says that the luminaries stood in the midst of the sky. Allowing for the difference in longitude, it must have been early morning or night in
the Western Hemisphere. We go to the shelf where stand books with the historical traditions of the aborigines of Central America. The
sailors of Columbus and Cortes, arriving in America, found there literate peoples who had books of their own. In the Mexican Annals of
Cuauhtitlan, written in Nahua-Indian, it is related that during a cosmic catastrophe that occurred in the remote past, the night did not end
for a long time. Sahagun, the Spanish savant who came to America a generation after Columbus and gathered the traditions of the
aborigines, wrote that at the time of one cosmic catastrophe the sun rose only a little way over the horizon and remained there without
moving. The moon also stood still.

Global Warming Contested
From the start of the ZetaTalk saga, the Zetas called the Global Warming theories a deliberate fraud, designed to provide an excuse for the Earth
changes anticipated to be caused by the passage of Planet X.
ZetaTalk Prediction 7/15/1995: All attempts to explain the changes based on Global Warming from the greenhouse effect will run into snags as the
weather will refuse to be predictable. A key change, to which one could point, is the warming of the Earth's oceans, around the globe. This has been
measured as a 6 inch rise, worldwide, on all the beaches. The waters have risen because they are warmer, and warm water takes up more room
than cold water, as all elementary physics books will report. How is it that the oceans, so very deep and so very cold, have warmed up? Is it the
almost imperceptible rise in the temperature of the air, a degree or so, as reported to date? Since heat rises, why would this slight rise affect the
oceans? Meteorologists will tell you that the effect of air warming is air turbulence, not warmer oceans.
Global Warming has had a rocky road, as where the IPCC, the UN body in charge of climate change investigations, espouses the theory, most
scientists had doubts. In late 2009, leaked emails showed that the UN’s lead scientist, the UK’s Phil Jones, had deliberately submitted fraudulent
data, as detailed in Issue 162 of this newsletter. Al Gore persists in his support of the Global Warming theory to this day. The plans to admit the
presence of Planet X, aka Nibiru, threatened the Global Warming theorists, who had in many countries arranged to impose carbon footprint taxes on
corporations and citizens. In Issue 344 of this newsletter, we detailed how two UK scientists - Dr. Seymour Laxon and Dr. Katharine Giles – were
assassinated so they could not divulge what they knew of the scheme. Where Australia lately seems to be trying to ameliorate the public’s rage
over carbon tax issues, Obama is pressing ahead to force the US to use windmills and solar panels instead of coal.
Kevin Rudd to Announce Scrapping of Carbon Tax
July 14, 2013
http://www.couriermail.com.au/news/national/kevin-rudd-to-announce
The decision could slash electricity bills by up to $150 a year for families spending $2000 annually, assuming a floating price for carbon
emissions as low as $6 per tonne.
Obama Moves to Limit Power-Plant Carbon Pollution
September 20, 2013
http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US_OBAMA_CLIMATE_CHANGE
The proposal, which would set the first national limits on heat-trapping pollution from future power plants, is intended to help reshape
where Americans get electricity, moving from a coal-dependent past into a future fired by cleaner sources of energy.
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After years of massively fraudulent data, and an even larger fraud in the conclusions that were being drawn, the truth is starting to emerge.
Suddenly there are admissions that the data, and the conclusions, were wrong.

World's Top Climate Scientists Confess: Global Warming is just QUARTER What We Thought
September 14, 2013
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2420783/Worlds-climate-scientists-confess
A leaked copy of the world’s most authoritative climate study reveals scientific forecasts of imminent doom were drastically wrong. The
leaked report makes the extraordinary concession that over the past 15 years, recorded world temperatures have increased at only a
quarter of the rate of IPCC claimed when it published its last assessment in 2007.
World's Top Climate Scientists Told to 'Cover Up' Earth's Temperature Hasn't Risen
September 19, 2013
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2425775/Climate-scientists-told-cover-fact
Scientists working on the most authoritative study on climate change were urged to cover up the fact that the world’s temperature hasn’t
risen for the last 15 years. A leaked copy of a United Nations report, compiled by hundreds of scientists, shows politicians raised concerns
about the final draft. Published next week, it is expected to address the fact that 1998 was the hottest year on record and world
temperatures have not yet exceeded it, which scientists have so far struggled to explain.
Per the Zetas, the evidence has shown all along that Planet X and the Earth wobble were the cause of the Earth changes. This was obvious in 2012
when it was clear that the Arctic was melting while Antarctica was increasing its ice cover.

ZetaTalk Insight 11/17/2012: All who participated in the cover-up –the Global Warming crowd on the cause of weather extremes – all hope that
the public continues to be confused about the cause of these events. Thus they emerge when any information pointing to the Earth wobble or the
presence of a magnetic or gravity giant nearby is about to hit the news. The simultaneous reporting of Arctic melt with an increase in ice buildup
in Antarctica was such a threat, suggesting that the Global Warming excuse does not suffice. If the air is getting warmer, worldwide, then why is
Antarctica not melting? That Antarctica is simultaneously thawing in this manner and then refreezing can only be explained by the wobble, as refreezing occurs when the globe is tipped down so Antarctica has been pushed far into the cold and the dark, away from the warm waters of the
South Pacific.
As the Zetas have long stated, the ground is heating from the bottom up! This is why the permafrost is melting, and why the glaciers are melting.
This is not from heated air masses, as the Global Warming theorists claim. The temperature of the air has barely changed a fraction of a degree.
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This Is What It Looks Like When Glaciers Melt
August 16, 2013
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/16/what-it-looks-like-when-glaciers-melt
Between 1941 and 2004, Alaska's Muir Glacier retreated more than seven miles and thinned by more than 875 yards, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey's Bruce Molnia.
ZetaTalk Comment 5/25/2005: This is clearly not caused by Global Warming which has raised the air a fraction of a degree, nor has Global
Warming been responsible for the permafrost or glaciers or poles melting, from the bottom up. This, as we have often stated, is due to the core of
the Earth swirling about under the influence of Planet X, which has likewise created increases in volcanic activity worldwide.
And the rise in melting glaciers is keeping pace with the rise in volcanic activity, as detailed in Issue 172 of this newsletter.

Dead Sea Sinkholes
With the plate border between the Arabian and African plates clearly delineated through the Dead Sea and the Sea of Galilee, it would be surprising
if the roll of the African Plate did not affect this region. The scars from past slips show clearly on the landscape. Per the Zetas, the Sinai will pull
apart a total of 50 miles during the 7 of 10 African roll, which has barely begun at the current time.
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ZetaTalk Prediction 1/2/2011: The Straits of Gibraltar will widen by 125 miles, as Africa drops, and Morocco will move 50 miles further east.
Where the Sinai Peninsula is considered part of the African Plate, the Red Sea is clearly ripping open. Thus both the Red Sea at the Gulf of Suez
and the Gulf of Aqaba tearing up into Jordan will rip open, leaving the Sinai Peninsula positioned like an island with few direct attachments.
But the stress on this rift zone has become evident around the Dead Sea, which has recently developed, per a recent report, some 3,000 sinkholes.

Will the Dead Sea be Eaten by Sinkholes?
September 18, 2013
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2424549/Will-Dead-Sea
Estimates by Moment magazine suggest that, on the Israeli side alone, there are now over 3,000 sinkholes around the Dead Sea. This
compares to just 40 counted in 1990, with the first sinkhole appearing in the 1980s.

Navy Yard Shooting
Per the Zetas, the September 16, 2013 Navy Yard shooting was yet another attempt to afford the cover-up crowd an opportunity to assassinate
Obama. Obama was to give an open air speech at the White House barely minutes after the shooting began. This was quickly moved indoors, and
security increased. The Capitol building was put under lockdown. As a distraction, the Navy Yard shooting certainly qualified.
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ZetaTalk Insight 9/21/2013: We have stated that the June, 2013 incident in Santa Monica, where Obama was visiting, was designed to create a
distraction so that Obama’s route would be changed, his security entourage diverted, and snipers have a better chance at an assassination. We
stated that remote viewers were used to incite someone known to be homicidal, and within days the second in command at the CIA suddenly
“retired”. In that Obama was scheduled to give an outdoor speech on the 2008 anniversary of the Wall Street crash, could this have been a repeat
incident? The confluence was that he needed to be hired as a subcontractor scheduled to arrive on that Monday when Obama’s speech was to
occur. In fact, the shooting was barely minutes before Obama’s scheduled broadcast time. The subcontractor was influenced to hire him, on the
date in question, which was all quickly arranged to coincide with Obama’s schedule. It hardly required much to incite the shooter’s smoldering
resentments. The person hiring him, for instance, could bring up his dismissal, offering sympathy for his mistreatment.
The DC shooter, Aaron Alexis, was trigger ready. He had slipped through the system repeatedly, emerging with a security clearance so he could be
hired by The Experts, a subcontractor of Hewlett-Packard, arriving at the gate on Monday September 16, 2013. The number of points where he
should have been caught and his clearance removed is amazing – 2004 tire shooting rage, 2008 disorderly conduct in Georgia, 2010 apartment
shooting “accident”, and a 2011 discharge from the Navy for insubordination, among other issues.
Navy Yard Suspect Arrested in Seattle in '04 after Anger-Fueled 'Blackout'
September 16, 2013
http://www.komonews.com/news/local/Navy-Yard-shooting-suspect-arrested
Two construction workers building a new home told police that Aaron Alexis walked out of a home next door on May 6, 2004, pulled a
pistol from his waistband and fired three shots into the rear tires of their parked car. Alexis later told police he thought the victims had
"disrespected him" and "mocked him" earlier that morning after he discovered that his own vehicle had been tampered with. Alexis also
told detectives he didn't remember firing his weapon until about an hour later.
Once Arrested for Shooting Bullet into Neighbor's Home
September 16, 2013
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/buster/aaron-alexis-navy-yard-shooter-567432
Aaron Alexis, 34, was arrested in September 2010 after his upstairs neighbor called Fort Worth cops to report that a bullet had been shot
into her apartment. The round apparently first traveled through her home’s floor and then the ceiling. Alexis was arrested for disorderly
conduct in August 2008 in DeKalb County, Georgia.
He was given a clearance in 2007, and retained it throughout. He was able to buy the rifle he used days before the shooting, passing FBI database
checks. He retained his pass for the Navy Yard despite a police department notifying the Navy that he was giving signs of being psychotic the
month before. All that he needed was a nudge.
Suspected U.S. Shooter had 'Secret' Clearance, Employer Says
September 16, 2013
http://news.yahoo.com/suspected-u-shooter-had-secret-clearance
Aaron Alexis, the 34-year-old suspect in Monday's shooting rampage at the Washington Navy Yard, had "secret" clearance and was
assigned to start working there as a civilian contractor with a military-issued ID card. The Navy said Alexis enlisted as a full-time Navy
reservist in May 2007. He was discharged in 2011 after a series of misconduct issues.
Navy Yard Gunman's Psychological Issues, Motive Focuses after Shooting
September 16, 2013
http://www.cnn.com/2013/09/17/us/navy-yard-shooting-main/index.html
Alexis told authorities the unseen individuals continued speaking to him through walls and the floor, and that they used "some sort of
microwave machine" to send vibrations into his body to keep him awake.
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